Chapel Lane - between the entrance to Magnolia Row and Dormitory Row West has been closed permanently.

Expansion and construction of Johnson’s Commons will keep this area of campus under construction for the next month. The JC is currently scheduled to be open to the public at the start of April.

Expansion of the Honors College building has started. Expect the occasional delay due to materials delivery. Pedestrians should proceed with caution through the area.

Renovations will continue on Lamar Hall. Some parking is designated as construction space. Vehicles only. Obey signage - violators will be cited and towed.

University Avenue at All American The roadway and intersection are not blocked but the sidewalks in front of Coulter Hall are not available for use. Be cautious in this area as pedestrian traffic will cross into the roadway.

Renovations will continue on the west side of the Music Building. Some parking behind the building is allocated as construction space. Obey signage - violators will be cited and towed.

Expansion of the Thad Cochran Research Center will continue. Expect traffic delays and occasional road closure due to materials deliveries. The sidewalk on the north side of All American will remain closed – pedestrians should proceed with caution.

Construction will continue with the expansion of the Indoor-Practice-Facility (IPF). Expect minimal impacts to traffic flow in this area with the exception of the occasional materials delivery blocking East Stadium Drive. Note that Manning Way now extends from Hill Drive to Gertrude-Ford Blvd.